
Celebrate the 
holiday season in  

floral fashion  
with must-have 

Christmas Christmas 
picks.picks.



LET IT GROWLET IT GROW
Add depth to arrangements by 
including contrasting shades 
of greenery. Here, bundles 
of jasmine leaves, boxwood 
sprays and pine branches 
provide a multi-hued 
backdrop for pinecone picks 
and berry sprays, which stand 
in for conventional flowers.

SPECIAL DELIVERYSPECIAL DELIVERY
Choose picks with a sense of movement 

to create arrangements that seem to burst 
joyfully from their containers. This piece 

features pinecone branches (they’re glittered) 
and pine tree branches, along with red berry 

picks that add the perfect festive pop.

RISING STARRISING STAR
Frosted and flocked picks are a beautiful way to 
bring quiet, wintry elegance to neutral pieces 

(like this woodland-inspired star décor) without 
interrupting the soft, calming nature of the look.

Tip: Craft the star by wrapping five white 
jute sticks together with twine.
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HOLLY DAYSHOLLY DAYS
Bright red berry sprays and baby grape clusters are a cheerful contrast to 

the matte black finish of this pickup truck (found in Home Décor). Tuck the 
picks into a moss-covered foam brick in the truck bed for a look that arrives 

fresh from a Christmas tree farm.
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ALL ABLOOMALL ABLOOM
Big blooms (hydrangeas, ranunculus 
and an oversized magnolia), iced 
berries and gold-leafed pine picks 
infuse bold elegance into this 
Christmastime display.
Tip: When creating bouquets,  
arrange botanicals one-and-a-half  
times the height of  the vase.  
This will keep the look  
balanced and proportional  
to the container.

PICK TRICKPICK TRICK
These beginner-friendly bouquets are only two steps: Just place white river rocks in a glass jar, then 
insert picks. The rocks are a fresh take on holiday vase filler, while the seasonal florals (like flocked 

pine, berry picks, pinecone branches and pine sprays) keep the display classically Christmas.
Tip: Try staggering the arrangements at various heights to give the look dimension.
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SNOW GLOWSNOW GLOW
An oversized pinecone pick became a mini 

Christmas tree for this snow globe-inspired 
design. To set the scene, flock the 17-inch 

pinecone with snow powder and adhesive, 
and place it inside a decorative lantern 

topped with frosted berries and pine. 
White glitter throughout offers the 
icy shimmer of freshly fallen snow.

ALL IS BRIGHTALL IS BRIGHT
The heart of this flowing Christmas 
swag is a large flocked pine branch 
embellished with golden ball sprays 
and Austriaca pinecones. For volume, 
try backing the arrangement with 
an olive branch bush instead of a 
typical evergreen— this warm-weather 
greenery balances the icy, flocked 
details, and its delicate silhouette 
lends softness to the look.
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RING BLINGRING BLING
Try embellishing a wreath with a readymade garland—it’s a quick, easy way to incorporate 

greenery. The base of this asymmetrical design is a cedar garland that’s been trimmed and 
secured into a crescent shape. Complete the look with battery-powered LEDs, a strand of gold 

bells and silver-leafed antler picks.
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BUNDLE UPBUNDLE UP
The body of this bouquet is a small 
selection of pine branch varieties, 
combined to create a lush base for 
festive embellishments. Thanks to 
touches of lightness throughout the 
arrangement (flocked pinecones, 
cream and gold berries and silver  
ball sprays), the deep green tones 
don’t overwhelm.
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HOME GROWNHOME GROWN
Flocked botanicals (like these pinecones, mistletoe 
and pine branches) instantly add a dusting of fresh 
snowfall to a display. Here, the greenery was trimmed 
and arranged throughout the tray (no wires or glue 
needed), creating a lush winter wonderland around the 
Christmas village.

MAKE MERRYMAKE MERRY
Bursting with Christmas joy, this arrangement 
dials up the classic red-and-green color palette 

with rich jewel tones and lavish textures. Sparkling 
green ornaments, glittered poinsettia picks and 
lush velvet spirals fill the trunk with splendor. A 
sprinkling of whimsical candy picks (lollipops, 

peppermints, candy canes) keeps the spirit playful.

THAT ’S A WRAPTHAT ’S A WRAP
Infuse a bit of Christmas magic into the goodies 
under the tree by decorating them with holiday
botanicals. These leaves, berries and pinecones 
are cuttings from larger floral picks. Wrap the 
floral elements together with twine to create 

mini bouquets, or simply tuck them into bows 
and secure them with glue.

Since these gift toppers are small, it only takes a 
few picks to embellish multiple presents.
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GATHER AROUNDGATHER AROUND
Try mixing Christmas mainstays, 
like silver berries, frosted crabapples, 
and traditional pine branches, with everyday 
florals—think fern and eucalyptus bundles and 
ranunculus sprays. The fusion can make holiday 
arrangements feel fresh, current and right at 
home in a contemporary space.
Tip: The base for this centerpiece is a 
moss-covered foam wreath.

On the cover: White pompom 
picks create a fluffy layer of 

snowfall beneath a forest of 
bottle brush trees. Just take 

the pompoms off their 
picks and glue them 

into place.
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TAKE YOUR PICKTAKE YOUR PICK
Soft fern sprays, flowing smilax leaves and delicate gold feather picks nestled around this LED 
pillar candle create a base for holiday accents that appear to be gathered from the forest floor. 
Incorporate warm tones (burgundy berries, deep brown pinecones) to play up the cozy feel.

HOLIDAY HOLIDAY 
HOOPLAHOOPLA
A chic reimagining of a 
classic Christmas wreath, 
this embroidery hoop 
hanging is topped with a 
symmetrical arrangement 
of pine branches and 
berries and finished with 
a buffalo check bow.
Tip: Add lettering or a 
custom design to the fabric 
with flocked iron-on vinyl.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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